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Objectives
In the Project II subject it is intended that students develop Design projects in the areas of corporate and institutional
signage with a strong practical side and close to the actual scenarios. They should be able to understand
communication within a new technological paradigm, and contemporary culture, knowing the history and the
ancestors of the discipline of Design.
Learning Outcomes
It is desired that the student knows how to stimulate the ability to carry out an activity governed by the basic
principles of project methodology of communication Design, creativity and awareness of the ethical and social
responsibility of the Designer. The student must know and apply the theoretical foundations and formal language of
graphic Design. Being capable of building signs that have having significant meaning in terms of communication and
aesthetics, and develop coherent and effective typographical aplications. Develop a symbolic code able to establish
an effective communication in economic and technological social contexts.
At the end of the semester students should be able to develop a specific technical vocabulary and have
competences in managing and implementing Design projects of visual identity, through a permanent research,
exercise critical analysis and public discussion of projects.
Course Contents

1. Corporative and institucional identity
1.1. Introduction to the concept of visual identity.
1.2. History of the evolution of visual, corporate and institucional identity programs. 1.3. Basic identity signs
1.4. Identity systems e wayfinding systems
1.5. Research and analysis process in identity systems.
1.6. Pratical intervention.
1.7. Elaboration of a corporate identity plan and a graphics norms manual.
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Learning and Teaching Methods
1.1 to 1.3 of the program are intended to provide students the basic knowledge in:
• the concept of id system;
• history of the evolution of visual id programs, corporate and institutional, including communication within a new
technological paradigm and a contemporary culture.
• function, characterization and distinction of basic id signs.
1.4 focus on the discipline of systems of signs, framing the development of a signage program within a program of
institutional or corporate id.
Section 1.5 of the program is to introduce students to the different phases of research that form the basis of a draft of
an institutional or corporate id:
• analysis;
• identification;
• systematization;
• diagnosis;
• image policy and communication;
• communication strategy.
This phase is framed in a real market context.
1.6 is the development of the practical intervention, applying a methodology of design and communication processes
in it’s cultural, social, technological and economic context.
In 1.7 it proceeds to completion of the proposed corporate id and its institutional and graphic standards manual,
encouraging the practice of oral and written technical expression.

Assessment Methods
Considering the theoretical and practical nature of the subject, the students’ evaluation not only provides a sustained
way in the conduct of exercises, but also to their attendance and compliance with deadlines.
The evaluation is scored in four stages and is the result of continuous assessment (in the case of the general
regime). The student cannot exceed a total of 6 absences in the semester, or he will automatically fail. Given the
nature of the system of continuous evaluation of this course, , as decided by the disciplinary group of communication
design in accordance with the teacher of the course. In the general regime the evaluation is the result of the
conjugation of the following components: (P1.1 x 0.15) + (P1.2 x 0.35) + (P1.3 x 0.25) + (P1.4 x 0.2) + (AC x 0.1).

The student has to be present in class for final deliveries of projects. Projects that where by the teacher during the
class period will not be evaluated. Improvement of final grade is possible by noting frequency of 22 lessons with the
completion of two projects determined by the / a teacher (a) of the course at the beginning of the semester and duly
agreed with the disciplinary.

